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1. They can take away my home, my cars, my planes 
__   they can take my pains, too. 

They can take what isn’t theirs 
__   just as long as they don’t touch you. 

And just one other thing they can’t give or take away  
__   something with no price tag we can spend every day : 

JUST GIMME A COUNTRY SONG 

we can dance to all summer long.  

HOOK: Just gimme A Country Song we can dance to all summer long.                                                      

Just gimme A Country Song we can dance to all summer long. 

2. The music’s in the air, everyone has a share  
__   or two in it. 

Everyone enjoys the tale it tells 
__   but not just anybody can spin it. 

As the songwriters play out their talents in the night   
__   crafting a feel-good sound and story, just right 

TO GIMME A COUNTRY SONG 

we can dance to all summer long. 

 

 [REPEAT HOOK] 

 [INSTRUMENTAL] 

 

3. Some things have value that transcends 

diamonds and gold, 

that all turns to rust and to dust 

as we all grow old. 

The things of the heart mixed with a little romance 

brought us all into this world 

and makes it go ‘round in a dance. 

SO GIMME A COUNTRY SONG 

we can dance to all summer long. 

HOOK: So gimme A Country Song we can dance to all summer long . . .                                                                      

Then gimme A Country Song we can dance to all winter long . . .                                 

Gimme A Country Song we can keep warm to all winter long . . .                                                                                                                             

. . . Just gimme a summer song we can Country to all the dance long . . . * 

 

  [END] 

   Written: July 5, 2015   [H, Y, G,  L]                                                       

* _____________________________                                             

* Sound fading out on last line   
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